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 ___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
The man is hereby replying to the Ba but we do not know what the Ba had to say as the first 
speech of the Ba is lost along with the beginning of the text.  

 
I opened my mouth to my Ba to answer what he had said. 
 

4                         

 iw       wp       n=i       r=i      n       bA        =i          wSb         =i      Ddt  n=f 
it is   opened  by me   mouth   to      Ba      mine   to answer     I  what said he 

                                           mine 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

“This is too much for me today that my Ba does not argue with me 
 

5                                 6  

  iw     nA      wr       r =i      m  min      n     mdw                 bA    =i        Hna =i 
  is     this   much   for me    today      not  speaking              ba mine     with me 

 
 

  Comments on the terms “Ba” and “mt” 
 

The determinative sign of the word Ba, , is the glyph which is the hieratic 

substitute for the sign , signifying rebel and enemy (man with arms tied behind his back) as 

well as for the sign  that also stands for enemy, but is mostly used as symbol for some 
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subhuman creatures deserving death (depicting man with blood streaming from his 

head) the famous mt people , indiscriminately translated as the dead.  

 

The word Ba should, in this case, appear in the transliteration into hieroglyphic by , 

according to Alan Gardiner (Egyptian Grammar, pg 376 §455,2) and not by , as per 
Raymond Faulkner’s transliteration (which is the one used in this study). 
 

According to the fundamental dictionary of hieroglyphic, the Wörterbuch, this sign  is the 
ideogram for the soul… 
 

   , the soul 

. 

…and this sign is the ideogram of the death… 
 
 

 
                                                            mt,the death, dying.  
 

The combination of the two ideograms , the one for the immortal soul and the one for 

the death, within a single word indicates that sometime in the remote past either  did not 

mean soul or  did not mean death, or that neither  meant soul nor  meant death. 
The study of the Pyramid Texts hints that the concept of soul was not yet established prior to 
approx. 2300 BCE. 
 

https://www.academia.edu/6940175/The_making_of_the_soul_concept 
 

As for the term mt or  its meaning can easily be derived from its determinative 

sign, , depicting, as already mentioned, a man lying on his side with blood streaming from 
his head. 

In the Pyramid texts the determinative sign of the word mt is a pictogram of only the 

bleeding head  of the figure , so that the entire word appears written thus:   
 
Later on the ancient Egyptians interpreted the blood stream as an axe and so from Dynasty XX 
onwards (probably earlier according to Alan Gardiner) the sign was altered to show the human 

figure kneeling  , , or even standing  and therefore alive. 

https://www.academia.edu/6940175/The_making_of_the_soul_concept
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The sign  or  or  or  is used to determine names of beings hostile to the gods:  

 

     xftyw,  :  

 

                                                            

     xftyw             =f        nw          nb             r           Dr 
   enemies        his       of      the Lord        of         all 
 

, isftyw,  

 

                                                   
         dd                     srwHw                     m                  isftyw  
   causing      destruction (Budge)      of       defective ones  
     puts          the lasso (Faulkner)       to       
 

                               
           r                         nmt                =f 
          in          slaughter house           his 
                                                            (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 17, plate10, line 26)   

 

In column 22 of the “Dispute” text the man confesses that he carries these isft defects (the 

term isft  is discussed below in page 21). 
 
 

  sbiw,   
 

                                                      
     xft             =k                    rdiw         n           sDt              sbiw                 xr 
enemy      yours (god’s)      given      to       the pyre     the rebel          fell 
 
 
 

, nikw,   
     

                                      
          nik                      isp (sip)              n           sDt 
         nik                destined         to       the pyre 
                                                                                                (The Book of the dead, Chapter 15, ΒΜ 10471) 
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, aApp,  
 

                                                                           
    mdAt                  nty                             rx                        xprw 
the book     which is for           knowing             the forms            
                   
 

                                             
nw          ra                        sxr                            aApp 
of        Ra   (and) of overthrowing           Apep 
 

The symbol of Apep, however, is the serpent: . He is known as the serpent demon 

and so he appears in Faulkner’s dictionary:  
 

  
 
 

, stS, 

Usually the name of Seth appears to be written as:     or  

 
It was the companions of Seth those who were transformed into animals and killed: 
 
The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Chapter 18, plate 14, line 2. 
 

When  the companions  of Seth come, it is when they change their forms into 
animals and then they are slaughtered in the presence of the gods, for they are  
smashed and the blood flows among them. 
These things are caused by the judgment of those in the city of Busiris.  
 

 

                                                                 
      iwt                                      smAyw                                  stS 
when come      the companions/confederates        of Seth   

 
 

  

                                  
     pw            ir            n    =sn               xprw              =sn        m               awt               
   (it) is      make          they             forms          theirs     into        animals 
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        aHa     .n        =sn                sft                        m   bAH     a           nTrw          ipw 
     then            they      are slaughtered    in the presence     of gods      these 
 

 

 

 

                     
     n                Dri            ntw              snf(w)                hAy                 im     =sn 
   for    smashed are     they       the blood           flowing          among them 

             
 

 

                                       
        rdiw              ntw        m           sipt      n               imw                        Ddw 
  caused are     these     by   the judgment  of            those in               Busiris  
 

You may have noticed that the signs  and  or  are interchangeable.  
 

                       

                          

   Rebels              enemies        Apep 
  
Therefore, we arrive at the conclusion that: 

                                      =  

The mts are the enemies of the gods. Yet, the enemies of the gods are those carrying the 

bodily characteristics that the gods detest: 

 

                                                        
  nn           ir tw            n=i         xt            m            nw                   bwt          nTr(w) 
 not  to be created  in me  traits        of         those    (which) detest   the gods 

                                                                                 (The Book of the Dead, Chapter 176, text by E.Naville) 
   

The mts  were exterminated to the point that their name ended up meaning the dead. 

However, their behavior, as described in the texts, refers to the time when they were still alive. A 
group of humans among other groups of humans: 
 

I am not gripped by my hand and there are no men , gods ,  akh 

(pure ones) , mts , patricians , common folk  or 

people living in the light (in the West)  who shall harm me.  
                                                                                           (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Chapter 42, plate 32, line 10) 
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The judging gods will decide who the mts are, i.e. some outcasts considered subhuman 

creatures to be exterminated (the executioner of the non-pure ones is called Ammit, he who gulps down the  

mts); who the common people are; who the patricians are and who the pure-blood gods are, 

depending on their appearance. 

 

All of them, however, were regarded as mts prior to their judgment and so was the man of the 

“Dispute” regarded by himself.  
The disagreement among the man and his advocate, the Ba, is due to the expressed wish of the 
man to undergo judgment and, perhaps, to apply for a strict inspection in order to attain a higher 
social status, while the Ba is of the opinion that the man does not qualify for a higher status and, 
possibly, he thinks that the man should skip judgment altogether.  

 
In regards to the term Ba it should be noted that the determinative signs used are always 
representations of human beings or titles and epithets used for human beings. 
 

. . .  . A Ba of the lowest possible social status: a Ba of the outcasts or a Ba who is an 
outcast himself.  
 

. . . .  .A Ba of the laymen, or a Ba who is a layman.  
 

 . .A Ba of the aristocrats, of the rich people, or a Ba who is an aristocrat. 
 

. . . A Ba of those with Ankh status, or a Ba enjoying Ankh social status.  
 

,    ,     . A Ba of gods, or a Ba who is a god. 
 
It is known from the mortuary literature that the duty of the Ba was to perform as a witness of 
defense during the process of the judgment: 
 

His Ba stands as a witness for him 
               

                                                      
       iw           bA    =f                aHa                m           mtr(w)            r   =f         
     it is        Ba  his         standing         as        witness       for  him 
                                                                                                            (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Chapter 30b, plate 3, line.21)                                                                                                                                        

  His soul stands as a witness for him  (Faulkner) 
                                                                                      
There are also cases where the person being judged is afraid of the fact that the witness (in this 

case his  heart, the body traits he inherited from his mother) may turn against him:  

 

do not rise up against me as a witness (Faulkner) 

 

                                                                
      m                    aHa                r    =i           m                mtr(w)  
       not                 to stand       against me        as               witness     
                                                                                             (The text is from Naville, Todtenbuch, Bd.I., Bl .42) 
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The Ba is a person; the caretaker, advisor and advocate of the man who is to be judged by the 
judging gods. 
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 6 
 

It is really too great to be [exaggerated], it is like deserting me 
 

                                        7  

 iw     grt            wr       r               aba        iw      mi             wsf           =i 
 is  moreover  too much  for   [exaggeration]  is       as         neglect,       me 
                                                                                  ignore, desert  

____________________________________________________________________________          
my Ba shall not go away, he shall attend to me in it. 
 

7                                             

       imi             Sm              bA      =i           aHa         =f  n=i        Hr    =s 
      not       to go away          ba     mine  to attend   he on me      in     it  
 

Feminine pronoun =s, , her,  is obviously referring to judgment,  or or , which 

is a feminine noun. 
 
my soul goeth forth; it shall attend there for me (Erman) 
My ba shall not go, It shall attend to me in this (Lichtheim) 
My ba shall not go, It shall attend to me in this (Shupak) 
Let my soul not depart, that it may attend to it for me [...] (Faulkner) 
Let [not] my soul go away It should wait for me because of... (Wilson) 

 

Shupak’s comment reads: 
 

It seems that the passage refers to the ba's threat to desert the man, thus bringing 

an end to his existence. 
  
The Ba is indeed threatening to desert the man at the day (the difficult day as it is called in 
column 10 below) of his judgment; but, certainly, not to fly out of his body as the soul of his, as 
Shupak seems to think. 
Unfortunately, in both cases, i.e. either as a man or as a soul, when the Ba abandons the man, 
the man dies; in the former case he will be exterminated by the judging gods on loosing the 
support of his advocate, and in the latter he will die by loosing his soul. 
The fake theological concept has made a perfect fit on an ancient popular legend to the point 

that it is difficult to discern between the two. Here, the key is provided by the phrase  
=s  to attend he on me in it. The Ba, as a man, as the advocate, is expected to attend on 

the man at the day of his judgment; the Ba, as soul, cannot be expected to attend to or upon 
anything. For this reason the translators are in no position to explain what is meant by “it” in 

the sentence the ba shall attend to me in it. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 Columns 8 and 9 are too damaged for a meaningful translation. In column 10, the man, 
continuing with his argument, complains from the fact that the Ba is actually condemning him to 
death by deserting him on the difficult day of judgment. 
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Not to leave of his own free will, on that difficult day. 
 

10                                                 

 nn          xpr             m-a =f            rwi   =f          hrw                  qsnt         
not   to happen  because of him   to cease he        on day             difficult,  

                                                   to depart he                             dangerous,  

                                                                                                       painful 
 

It shall not be able to flee on the day of pain (Lichtheim) 
but it will not succeed in escaping the day of trouble. (Faulkner) 
it will not thereby succeed in escaping from the day of misfortune (Wilson) 

it will not happen that he flees on the day [of suffering] (Nederhof) due to him 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Behold, my Ba is misleading me. I am not listening to him. 
 

11                         12  

       mtn        bA        =i        Hr         tht       =i      n    sDm       n=i      n=f 
      look        Ba      mine  is on   misleading me    not listening   I      to him 

 
Look, my ba misleads me - I do not listen to it; (Lichtheim) 
See, my soul misleads me, but I do not listen to it; (Faulkner) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

He is pulling me (back) to mt status,  I will not go along. 

    

                                                               

     Hr            stA           =i      r         mt            n               iit                n =f 
(is) on       pulling back   me     to    mt status     not         go along,       with him     

 
Drags me toward death before <I> come to it.(Lichtheim)                                                                   
draws me toward death ere (I) have come to it (Faulkner) 
and draws me on (Wilson) 

is dragging me toward death, before I have come to it, (Nederhof) 

 

 

The man’s chief preoccupation is to move on and get rid of his present mt status. This fervent 

desire of the man, i.e. to shed his mt identity, along with the Ba’s objection to that, constitute  
the principal theme of the plot of the “Dispute” and for this reason the above line appears three 
times in the text with similar wording: in  columns 12, 19 and 49-50.  

Column 19 provides a definition for the verb stA , to pull, to drag by means of the verb ihm 

meaning to hold back. 

Column 50 provides an interpretation of the phrase r mt meaning as mt. Please see relevant 

discussion with the comments following column 19. 
 

The phrase  n  iit  n=f ,        , (will) not go along occurs again in column 19 

below, as follows: 
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             n  iit  n=f ,          , I (will) not go along 
 

Without the negation, , ii n=f it means I go along with him, I come to his side, I 

agree with him, I am on his side. 
The following passage appears in paragraph 385a (Utt. 270) of the Pyramid texts: 

 

                              
     ii  n=f        n     gs        =f           mi   ii.tw   nTr        n      gs    =f 
go to him        to    side      his          as   went    god      to   side  his 

 
I have come to his side just as the god came to his side (Faulkner)  
(Unis) has come to his side like a god’s coming to his side (Allen)  
 
The man declares that he refuses to go along, refuses to agree with his Ba, as he refused to 
listen to his Ba (above, end of column 11). 

 

 

he casts me on the fire to burn me  
 

13                                     

   Hr          xAa               Hr       xt        r             sAmt           =i 
  on   throwing (me)        on       fire       to             burn           me 
 
Casts <me> on fire so as to burn me! (Lichtheim) 
and casts (me) on the fire to burn me (Faulkner) 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  [without]  suffering  he  […] 
   

   14                   

      [iw]tt        mnt      =f                      sA 
   [without]  suffering  he                       ….        

    
 

  Comments on the phrase “to burn me” 
 

The expression He casts me on the fire to burn me is used literally. Those failing in 

the judgment inspection were exterminated in the pyre.  

 
Unas Pyramid, Utterance 170 (PT 260 §323 c-d) 
 
Translared by James Allen 

 

Travelling in darkness is Unis’s abomination: he will not see those who 
are upside down. 
Unis has emerged today that he might get Maat, and she is with him. 

. Unis will not be given to your fire, O gods
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Unas was vindicated today (Unis has emerged today, according to Allen) 
 

                             
     pr         wnis        m           hrw           pn 
  passed      Unas       into         light           this 

 

prt m hrw      , passing into light (which is the title of the Book of the Dead) 

or… 

prt m imnt      , passing into the West is the expression used for 

“Vindication after Judgment”. 

The man, who was born and raised in the East, the land of darkness, xAwt, 
(please note that the determinative sign  means land. Discussion below) was said to pass into 
the light of the West once vindicated.  
 
He brings Maat (divine purity) 

               (that he might get Maat, and she is with him , according to Allen) 
 

                              
    init            =f           mAat            is          xr         =f 
brings         he         Maat    indeed    with      him 

 
Brings Maat means he is made in the image of the gods, he has a body made out of 
parts of god’s body and as a result he was found to be pure and thus survived judgment. 
 

Unas will not be given over to your pyre, you gods. 
 

                               
   n           rdiw          wnis         n            nsr                 Tn         nTrw   
 not       given        Unas       to        flame            yours    gods 

 
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 15 
 

 
He must be near me on that difficult day  
 

[ ]15                                    

  [iw]       =f  tk(n) =f        im    =i          hrw                qsnt      
  [be]       he  near he       to     me      (on) day            difficult 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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  He must stand on that side as an advocate does. 
 

      16                       

         aHa  =f       m      pf      gs mi    ir n           nHpw 
   stands   he      on    that   side as   does      an advocate    

 

  

The word , , which Nederhof renders as praise singer, while Μ. 

Lichtheim and R.O.Faulkner leave it without translation, occurs only in the text of the Dispute; 

however it is apparently related to the verb , , wish, request, beg (a god). 

 

 
                                                                                                                                                                          Mark Vygus dictionary  

 
 

Such  indeed is he (the advocate) who comes by himself for him (for the man 
being judged)         
 

17                                                       

         pA          is       pw           prr              in =f             sw          r =f 
       such    indeed     is     he who comes   bringing he    himself    for him          

 
Such is he who goes forth that he may bring himself for him  (Faulkner) 
It is he who comes forth [he has brought himself] (Lichtheim) 
This is one who goes forth, as he has brought himself (Nederhof) 

 

The man is hereby comparing the conduct of his Ba to that of the , who is attending 

without having been asked to. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
My Ba, unable to ease misery in life,  
 

18                                  

   bA            =i             wxA            r         sdH           AH           Hr      anx                   
   ba          mine       incompetent     to        ease        misery        in       life      

                                  ignorant                                  trouble 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

detains me in the status of mt, I will not go along with him 
 

19                                

      ihm             wi          r          mt           n         iit   =i       n=f 
   detains           me       as    an mt        not      follow  I       him 
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Lead (?) me to death, ere I come to it (Erman) 
Leads me toward death before I come to it (Lichtheim) 

holding me back from death ere I come to it (Faulkner) 

drivest me to a death ere I come to it (Wilson) 

restrains me from death before I have come to it (Nederhof) 

 
 

Comments on the verb  “ihm” and the term “qi” meaning “form” 
 

The verb ihm has caused a great controversy among translators.   
 

Alan Gardiner’s dictionary: Hold back, detain 
 

Raymond Faulkner’s dictionary:  Restrain 

 

Paul Dickson;s dictionary:  
 
 

                                      

 Mark Vygus dictionary:    
 

According to the Wörterbuch the particular verb (determinative ) is known from the phrase 

ihm r mwt… 

                    

Zum Tode drängen, in den Tod jagen, 
push to death, chasing him to death, but when the determinative sign is that of the 

walking legs  then it means langsam gehen, langsam sein,  
go slow, be slow  
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In column 50, where the verb occurs again, an explanation is provided to justify the meaning 
detain, hold back. 
Here is given the entry in columns 49-50: 
 

If you hold me back as (an) mt  in this present form

 

…49 50                            

       ir      ihm (him)          =k        wi          r            mt          m         pA            qi 
     if       detain,          thou    me       as          mt         in       this,        form 
             hold back                                                                present, 

                                                                                                                  today’s 

In the phrase r mt, the preposition  normally means to, towards; therefore, the phrase 

should be translated as to mt, as Lichtheim does below. In order for the phrase to have meant 

as mt, the preposition m should have been used instead.  However, there is the following 

exception:  After the verbs of “appointing”, “making” r “to” is apt to be used in 

place of m, with little, if any, difference of meaning (Grammar §84) 

Because of his attitude, the Ba is actually “appointing” the man to be permanently an mt . 
 
but if you lead me toward death in this manner (Lichtheim) 

If you hold me back from death in this manner (Faulkner) 

If thou delayest me from a death of this fashion (Wilson) 

But if you restrain me from a death in this form (Nederhof) 
 

The word  , form, shape is the one used for the form in which the gods 

fashioned men (Wörterbuch V, 15.9) 

Auch  Gestalt  eines  Gottes, die  dargestellt  wird.  
Also form of a god that is in some way represented.  

Die Götter bilden, darstellen „in ihrer Gestalt“  
To make images of the gods, to present them “in their images”. 
 

The appearance of the mt people  was different from the appearance of the gods.                 

 

They were not made in their image…                    

                                                             m            qi             =sn 
                                                          in        image      theirs 
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The meaning in which the term mt is employed in the texts is not always that of “the dead”: 

The mts, for example, are reported to respect Osiris (Horus is addressing his father Osiris):    
 

                                                           
           Ax(w)              snD           =k  mt(w)                SfSf      =k     
      The pure ones          fear        you, the mts         respect you 
                                            (The Book of Gates, W. Budge, “The Egyptian Heaven and Hell,” Vol. II, p. 133-135)  
 

The mts saw Any (the well-known scribe mentioned in the papyrus of Any) the same as the 

gods did: 
 

                      
   nTrw               mtw                    mAA.n                    =sn               Any 

  gods    (and)  mts                   saw                    they           Any 
                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch. 134, pl. 22, line 13)  

 

The mts were not allowed to enter to a place where gods entered: 

 

In the Book of Gates we read: None shut [the door] against you, and the mts 

, do not enter in after you. 
                                                                            (W. Budge, “The Egyptian Heaven and Hell,” Vol. II, p.91) 

 
In the Ebers medical papyrus a passage (24,14) reads: 

 
 

                                                    
     dr                                                n           mt                       mtt 

Drive out        affliction  (caused)  by      mt (male)    (and/or) mtt (female) 

 
 

                                                 
  m             Xt             nt            s                         st 
 in     the body      of       man  (and/or) woman 

 

Please note that  ,  is the name of an affliction caused by mts and that the 

determinative sign used is that of the phallus.  
In the introduction to the Ebers papyrus (1,3) the above passage appears as follows: 
 

                                                 
     dr                                 nTr              nTrt                      mt                mtt 

drive out   afflictions  (by)god    (by)goddess     (by) male mt  (by) female mtt 
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The affliction caused by both gods and mts is called , . The determinative sign is 

that of the “ ” sparrow bird (as expected for an affliction) but the lack of the phallus 

determinative hints at a discrimination between afflictions caused by gods and mts and by 

those caused by mts alone ; yet, in column 6, line 16 in the Hearst medical papyrus we read: 

 

 

                                    
        aAa                    n       nTr                 n         mt              m         Xt            nt          s   

affliction           by     god  (and/or)   by       mt           in     the body   of       man 

 

Gods and mts are regarded as the source of one and the same affliction and therefore they are 

considered creatures of one and the same nature capable of infecting the bodies of men by 

contact. Moreover, the word , , , as a verb means ejaculate as a noun 

means semen. Most probably, some genetically transmitted characteristic was meant originally. 

 

In the Wörterbuch the term mt is translated as death and dead man (mtt, dead woman) 

but in order to justify occurrences of the term in context where such meanings cannot apply, an 

additional meaning is provided: “spukendes, Krankheit bringendes Wesen,” a 

ghostly, illness bringing being. 

 
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 20 
 
Sweeten the West for me! Is that difficult? 
 

        20                          
     snDm               n =i             imnt             in iw                qsnt 
make sweet   for me       the West        is it           difficult ? 

 
and make the West  pleasant for me. Is that then something grievous? (Erman) 

Sweeten the West for me! Is that difficult? (Lichtheim) 
sweeten the West for me. Is it (too much) trouble? (Faulkner) 

  
Erman’s comment following that asterisk above reads:  
 


Comments on the term “Neter-khert” 

The West is the abode of the gods, the place where everyone wants to go to live, the place 
where he who is already there wants his family to go and join him. 
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The Coffin Texts,  Spell 134 
  

Spell for sealing a decree for a man concerning his family. 

 

                                                  
     r  n               xt                   wD     n           s                Hr                 Abt -f 
spell for     sealing         decree  for      man     concerning     family his 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
I came to you, lords of manifestations 

                                                    

       ii.n      =i        xr         =Tn         nbw                   xaw 
    came     I      near      you     lords    of manifestations 

 
The gods called “lords of manifestations” are the assessor gods who decide on the form 
on which the man being judged is manifested, i.e. the form in which they think that the man, 

presented to them, has revealed himself. 
For the man speaking, the lords of manifestations issued a favorable verdict so he was 
transferred from East to West and is now in front of them talking to them and asking for a 
command to be issued so that his family is given permission to come and live with him in the 
West.  

The Lady of manifestations nbt xaw , as the 

term appears written in copy G2T and P.Gard II (see 
table on the left) is the Mother who provides the 
appearance to her children and it is natural and logical to 
mention her when asking for a proper appearance. 
Mentioning the Mother in this context (after judgment) is 
wrong and it only proves that the scribes did not entirely 
understand the passages they were copying.       
The scribe of copy G2T was of the opinion that the Lady 
of appearances was to be mentioned in this Spell but 

made the mistake to write “I come to you (plural ) 
instead of “I come to thee (singular ), and he or 

someboidy else made the correction afterwards  , but 
they were simple scribes and in no position to know the 
difference betrween “Lords of appearances” and “Lady of 
appearances”.   
The determinative sign for the “Lady of appearnces” is  

the ideogram of a male god  wearing the characteristic beard. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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So that you may give an order to the great one of the assessors 
 

                                                                               
                 wD                    Tn           n wr                   imy               DAt  
    make a command      you   to the great one   among  the assessors 

 
The great one of the assessors is Thoth, the god presiding at the judgtment. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

for a decree to be sealed concerning this family of mine. 
 

                                                                 
        Xt           wD              Hr              Abt           =i           tn 
      seal      decree      concerning     family      mine       this 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I came today from an island belonging to the torrid region (the East) 

                                           
   ii n       i           m    min           m             iw             n(y)-s(y)            nsr  
came     I          today          from    island         belongs     torrid region       

 
I have come here from the Island of Fire (Faulkner) 

 
The man arrived to the West from the East, which is described as a land parched with the heat 
of the sun. The following passage comes from the Book of the Dead.    
 

I am that oar of Re with which he rowed the old ones. I will be 

neither parched nor scorched. 
 

                                           
 ỉnk          mawH            pwy         n          Ra             Xnỉ         =f              ỉAwt 
I am       oar            that       of         Re         rowed     he       the old ones 

 

     

                                           
      ỉm     =f         nn           awg         =i        nn              nwx    =i 
   with   it       not      parched    I      not       scorched  I 
                                                                                                                           (Chap. 63A, E.Naville Todtenbuch)   
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The man who will not get an oar (the oar represents permission to board the ferry boat 
transferring the “vindicated” to the West) will remain in the East parched and scorched by the 
heat.    
 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 A portion of land was found for me in the regions that the great one 
took possession of. 

 

                                                       
  gmi          n =i        psS           m         r(w)            m        nw        n         aA              iti 
found    for me     portion       in     openings        from   these    that   great one   seized 

                           of land              of caves etc.             

 

 copy “P. Gard II” has niwt(w), regions, towns, instead of r(w) openings. 

 
and a share has been found for me in the mouths of those great ones who take. (Faulkner)  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Thoth said to me: 
 

                         
       iw            Dd.n       DHwty         r       -i 
  is what     said     Thoth     to      me 
 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

“The decree which is given to you is sealed”. So said he. 

 

                                          
      Xt          wD         rdi.n     n =k       xrw        =f 
  sealed  the decree   given   to you     said      he 
 

 

 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

This is a good decree, a good document, 

 

                                     
    nfrw        sw           wD          pn             sS             pn         nfr 
   good       it is      decree   this      document    this     good 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 

 that the Lord of appearances gave to my family.

                                                                    
     n        nbt                 xaw                    ddt                abt         =i 
    of     Lady     of appearances       gives          family    mine 
 

 Of the other two copies of this passage, G2T has Lady and S2C has Lord but the 
determinative sign, present only here in S1C, is that of the male god ideogram.  
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 I manage my lands according to the land register of this my district.  

 

                                                                            
   sSm         AHt         =i            r                   xt                n          Hwt          =i        tn      
govern   lands   mine   according  land register    of     district    mine   this 
 
 

Resulting translation of Spell 134 
 

Spell for sealing a decree for a man concerning his family. 
I came to you, lords of manifestations so that you may give an order to the great one 
of the assessors for a decree to be sealed concerning this family of mine. 
I came today from an island belonging to the torrid region (the East). 
A portion of land was found for me in the regions that the great one took possession 
of. 
Thoth said to me: “The decree which is given to you is sealed”. So said he. 
This is a good decree, a good document, that the Lord of appearances gave to my 

 family.
I manage my lands according to the land register of this my district. 
 
Plots of land, documents of decrees officially sealed, registers of land, local land administration 
and, finally, peasants who manage to bring their families to live with them in the land they 
recently acquired, constitute the “Underworld” of the mystical experiences of the ancient 
Egyptian theologians and the “Necropolis” of the envisioning of the Egyptologists!! 
 
The title of Spell 146, as it appears in Gardiner’s Grammar, reads: 
 

                                                      
      dmD                      Abt                nt        s           n =f           m        Xrt nTr 
bring together      family            of     man     for him     in     Neter-khert 
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To join a man’s family to him in the Necropolis. (Gardiner) 
 (Faulkner) Assembling a man’s family for him in the realm of the dead.

 

Written in full the term Neter-khert  appears thus:  
 

                                                        
                            nTr                  Xrt 
                                 Neter                 Khert                               
                           god      land possessions    
 

Faulkner’s dictionary:  
 

Vygus’ dictionary:  

Dickson’s dictionary:  
 
In the case of the term Neter-khert refference is made to land ( ) possessions of the gods. 
The famous share of the gods known from the ancient Near Eastern literature (Israel was the 

share of Yahwe, according to Deuteronomy 32:8-9) so the papyrus roll (for abstract 
notions) determinative sign was substitured by the ideogram for the land . 

Another name for the Land of the gods is… Land of the  god    
 

                                 
 nTr        tA                 tmm                  xnd             =f 
god    land             not             trodden       it 

 
the god’s land which has never been trodden (Grammar, pg. 263. Urk. Iv. 344) 

 

Lands of the gods on which humans could not tread on were Mount Olympus of the ancient 
Greek legends and the Cedar Forrest in the “Epic of Gilgamesh”, but not so the West bank of 
the Egyptian mortuary literature. 
The gods were moved progressively from their home land in the West bank, to the top of the 
mountains and eventually to their present habitat in the “Abode of heavens”. 
 

https://www.academia.edu/6955695/The_making_of_heavenly_gods    

 
 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                      column 21 
 

 

In the West, one could be a servant, a man of labor (as the commoner  who 

 column 68, is) or one served by servants which is what the man in the plot of the appears in
“Dispute” wants to achieve. 
 

 
 

https://www.academia.edu/6955695/The_making_of_heavenly_gods
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Is Ankh status a transitory state? Do trees fall down (and stand up 
again)? 
  

      21                                          
pw              pXrt                pw          anx                 iw          xt                xr              =sn 
is     transitory state    this    Ankh status     are      trees    falling down    they 

 
It seems that the man is justifying his decision to ignore the advice of the Ba, which is to be 
humble, because he believes that once the high standing is achieved, it is for life.  
 
-- -- -- -- --  (Erman) 
Life is a passage, trees fall. (Lichteim) 
Yet life is a transitory state, and even trees fall. (Faulkner) 

Life is a circumscribed period: (even) the trees must fall (Wilson) 

It is a turning-point of life; trees fall. (Nederhof) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

Crush the defects (of my body) ignore my wretchedness. 
 

   22                

       xntd         r =k        Hr              isft              wAH                         mAir             =i 
 tread down  thou     on      the defects      ignore             wretchedness   mine 
                                                                                           
The Ba refuses to attend because of the defects and “wretchedness” he sees in the man, and 
the man is asking him to set aside his own opinion for it is the gods who will make the 
evaluation (see next column).  
 

Tread on the evil, put down my misery! (Lichtheim) 
Trample on wrong, for my misery endures. (Faulkner) 
Trample down wrongs. Yet my wretchedness endures. (Wilson) 
 

 

Comments on the key word “isft” 
 
 
In chapters 18 (plate 12, line 3) and 30B (plate 4, line 9) of the Book of the Dead, in the papyrus of 
Any, we read:  

 

There is no fault in my body (Budge) 

 
 

                                   
  nn                  ísf(t )           m            Xt           =i 

 no                 isft            in          body     mine 

 
 
 There is no wrong-doing in my body. (Faulkner) 
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The term isft is used to name some condition of the body.  

The person being judged assures his assessors, his judges, that his body is free of isft. 

Therefore, isft refers to some undesirable condition of the body, some fault, as Wallis Budge 

renders the term isft . 

 

Those carrying the isft faults are called isftyw and the gods slaughter them in their slaughter 

houses, as per passage quoted above (page 4). 

isft traits are the traits of those found by the judging gods to be mts and killed, while the 

others, those found to be pure, were named akh, Ax,  and were ferried over to the 

West. 

The bodily traits of the pure ones (in fact, the bodily traits of the gods) are called Maat, mAat, 

, and of course, they are desirable: 
 
 

                                                                               
             íw                  mAat           ím            Xt          =í 
(there) is               Maat        in         body    mine 
                                                                        (The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Any, Ch.80, pl. 28, line.8) 
 
Are right and truth in my body (Budge) 
Right is in my body (Faulkner)                                   
         

The person being judged assures his assessor gods that isft has been removed from his body 

and that he has brought Maat instead: 
 

I have brought to thee Maat. 
 

                                                                                     
      ιn         .n =í             n=k              mAat               
 brought      I            to thee        Maat                   

 

 

I have driven away for thee isft 
 

              
         dr.n        =í             n=k             ísft 

    removed     I          for thee       isft 
 
I have driven away for thee wickedness (Budge) 

                                                        (The Book of the Dead, papyrus of Any, Ch.125, pl. 30, line.6) 
 

It is commonplace in the Book of the Dead the person being judged to ask for removal of his 

isft (or  and , which are also words describing body or speech faults): 
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          Ax(w)                           samyw                           m                mAat       
the pure ones (akh)          feeding                       on             Maat 

 

   

                                        
    íwtyw                     grg                   bwt          =sn             isft 
  lacking                 grg,              detest        they          isft 
 

 
 

                                  
    dr                 Dwt         =í                 xma         =tn              isft         =í 
remove           Dwt      mine         drive off     you           isft      mine 
                                                                              (The text is from E.Naville, Todtenbuch , Bd. I, Bl. 140) 

 

The term isft  appears again in column 122, of the “Dispute” text, in the second poem recited 

by the man: 

 

                                 123                                   
      nn                 mAatyw                 tA           sp        n              irw                    isft   
there are no  people with maat  the land   is left   to   those who created    isft                               
there are no   righteous people  the land   is left    to       the doers          of evil 
 
Columns from 103 to 130 should be regarded as not belonging to the “Dispute”. The text in that 
section seems to be a short variant of “The Admonitions of Ipuwer”. The man speaking in the 
said section is considering himself a patrician -as Ipuwer does- who bewails the fall of his class 

of the , (the bearing Maat ones), the Viables  (those of the Ankh status), due to a 

successful revolt by the isftyw plebs (which is the situation described in the “Admonitions”), 

whereas the man speaking in the “Dispute” is an isfty himself, an “s”, , a common man, an 

outcast mt awaiting judgment. 

 
Moreover, the two compositions (“Dispute” and “Admonitions”) are referring to different 
chronological periods. 
In a Sumerian Lamentation entitled “Lamentation over the Destruction of Ur”, it is again the 
“righteous ones” who bewail the destruction: 
 
My house founded by the righteous 
[…] 

The righteous house, my house which has been given over to tears.  
 

The cessation of the practice of judgment is regarded as an aftermath of the destruction: 
 
The judgment of the land perished; the people groan. 

The counsel of the land was dissipated; the people groan.  
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The people who groan are the “righteous,” not the “evil doers”.  In the text of the “Admonitions” 

the members of the suffering nobility, the “righteous,” are the rmT ; and the rebels are  

the sbiw,  and the common men s .  
 
The common men drove the judges out of the entire land: 

 

                                                                           
  ma  =tn                       qnbt                             nt             tA      
  Behold       the court of magistrates        of      the land         

 

                                  
          dri                            r            xt                     tA 
was driven out           throughout           the land  
                                                                                                                           (Admonitions 7.9) 
 

The man in the “Dispute” text is preoccupied with the judgment whereas Ipuwer describes the 
conditions prevailing in the land after abolition of the practice of judgment.  

 
there are no     people with maat       the land is left to     those who created isft 

                      in their bodies                                         in their bodies 
there are no     righteous people        the land is left to         the doers of evil 
 
The “righteous” are obviously the victimizers and the “evil doers” are the victims. The masterly 
deceit, so succesfully accomplished by both the ancient theologians and the Egyptologists, is 
due to the perfect fit, as already noted, of the theological concepts on the ancient popular 
legends. 
    

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 23 
  
Let Thoth judge me and have the gods satisfied 
 

23                   24  
         wda              wi           dHwty           Htp            nTrw 
        judge          me         Thoth        satisfy      gods 
 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Let Khons remove my defects and write me down as bearing Maat  

  

                         25                   

                               xnsw            Hr       =i                sS             m         mAat  
 remove defects           Khons       upon   me    write down      as       Maat 
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May Khons defend me, he who writes truly. (Lichtheim) 

may Khons defend me, even he who writes truly; (Faulkner) 

Let Khonsu, who writes in truth, defend me. (Wilson) 

May Khons defend me: "A true scribe." (Nederhof) 

 
 

Comments on the verb “xsf” 
 

As you will realize from the entry for the verb xsf   in Faulkner’s dictionary, the verb 

was made to mean defend in order to conform to the translations of the above passage. 
Please note the legend “Leb. 24” in the red box. Leb stands for Lebensmüden (tired of life) 
which is the epithet coined to the man of the “Dispute” by Adolf Erman. “Leb. 24” means the 24th 
column of the “Dispute” texts. 
 

 
The blue boxes mark two more occasions where the verb  appears in the “Dispute” text. 

In column 143, where it means remove defects (Averting the ill (Faulkner) Punishing the crime 

(Lichtheim). Above, in the dictionary extract, it is rendered as repress crime. 
 

143                    
         Hr                xsf                        iw n         
         by           driving out              defect of                

 

And in column 146, where the grammatical arrangement is also (as the case is in the 

column in question) it means refuses, opposes (prevented, according to Faulkner). 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

                                    147  
    n               xsf                  ntf              Hr              spr                 n                 ra          
  not         refuses         he    concerning  the petition    of            Ra 

                      opposes                                                                     
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

And in any case, in column 30, appearing right below, the man says that it is sweet to 
have the gods removing what was hidden in his body, providing thus the 

meaning of the verb 

 

Back to the “Dispute” text                                                        Column 25 
 
  Let Ra who commands the solar bark hear my words             

 

        26                              
     sDm            ra              mdw         =i              sg                     wiA 
   listen         Ra          words     mine    command   the solar bark 
 

  ___________________________________________________________________________                  
 
Let Isdes who is in the Hall of Judgment remove my defects  

      

   27                        
       xsf                isds                Hr       =i          m            at-Dsrt 
remove defects   Isdes             on     me        in     Hall of Judgment     

________________________________________________________________________ 
 

 Due to a lacuna at the lower end of column 28 no comprehensible translation is possible. 
  
For my need is as heavy as […]  for him to bear it for me. 
               

              28           
               [Hr] ntt                 sAr             =i             wdn          m      [……….]                
             because             need         mine      weighs     as                                      
                                                    need           I 

                                             needy man 
 
 

             29                 
                              fAi      n         =f n           =i 
                             to lift      he  for       me 
 

For my suffering is [too heavy a burden to be borne by me (?)] (Lichtheim) 
[because] the needy one is weighed down with [the burden] which he has lifted up from me; 
                                                                                                                                                                         (Faulkner) 

For my need is heavy [to] to weigh it on my behalf. (Nederhof) 

 
It seems as if a justification is provided hereby for calling the Ba unable to ease misery in 

life, in column 18. The man’s burden is too heavy for the Ba to lift it and so it is fortunate that 
the gods can do it (as per line following).   

 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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It is pleasant to have the gods removing what was hidden in my body. 

 

          30                                
      nDm                       xsf                  ntr(w)                  StAw                    Xt           =i 
    sweet                drive away            gods                 secrets           of body   mine 
 

The isft defects of the body were actually “hidden” since they were only revealed 

during the procedure of the judgment by the assessor gods. Neither the man nor the Ba knew 
whether the man indeed suffered from these defects. 
The defects are considered as having been driven away because that is the norm for the 
mortuary texts. People were buying texts prepared by the priests that were guaranteeing the 
removal of the defects and therefore survival (according to the legend) and, as a result, eternal 
life (according to theological teachings). 
 
The dual judgment is hinted at Thoth judging the body, the appearance, of the man, and Ra 
hearing his words. Apart from the inspection of the bodily traits, there was a separate inspection 
focused on the ability of the man being judged to speak the proper language.  
 

https://www.academia.edu/7010785/The_Judgment_according_to_scriptues 

 

May it please that the gods repel my body’s secrets! (Lichtheim)  

It will be pleasant that the gods defend the secrets of my body. (Shupak) 

it is pleasant that the gods should ward off the secret (thoughts) of my body. (Faulkner)  

Pleasant would be the defense of a god for the secrets of my body. (Wilson)  

It is pleasant that the gods should eliminate the concealment of my body. (Nederhof)  

 
Faulkner’s rendering: ward off the secret (thoughts) of my body, openly promotes deceit; 

unless if we are here dealing with self-deception. 
____________________________________________________________________________________  

      
 

The first speech of the man. Resulting translation 
 

I opened my mouth to my Ba to answer what he had said. 
“This is too much for me today that my Ba does not argue with me. 
It is really too great to be [exaggerated], it is like deserting me. 
My Ba shall not go away, he shall attend to me in this. 
He should not leave of his own free will on that difficult day. 
 
Behold, my Ba is misleading me. I am not listening to him. 
He is pulling me (back) to mt status,  I will not go along. 
he casts me on the fire to burn me to death [without]  suffering  he  […] 
He must be near me on the that difficult day  
He must stand on that side as an advocate does. 
Such  indeed is he (the advocate) who comes by himself for him (for the man being 
judged)  
 

https://www.academia.edu/7010785/The_Judgment_according_to_scriptues
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 My Ba, unable to ease misery in life, he detains me in the status of mt, I will not go 
along with that! 
Sweeten the West for me! Is that difficult? 
Is Ankh status a transitory state? Do trees fall down (and stand up again)? 
Crush the defects (of my body) ignore my wretchedness. 
Let Thoth judge me and have the gods satisfied 
Let Khons remove my defects and write me down as bearing Maat  
Let Ra, who commands the solar bark, hear my words             
Let Isdes who is in the Hall of Judgment remove my defects for my need is as heavy 
as […]  for him (for the Ba) to bear it for me. 
It is pleasant to have the gods removing what was hidden in my body. 
 


